
WOWmax is a new generation DEX aggregation protocol that 

uses slippage as an additional source of optimization.



DEFI Tokenomics: 


100m total supply
The root of the financial architecture of the entire WOW Universe is Decentralized 
Finance Token (DEFI). The project team undertakes to accept and actively integrate 
DEFI into every new product in order to maximize the turnover and the adoption 

of the token.



WOW Universe’s financial system of is built to accommodate interests of various 
economic agents who can potentially hold DEFI: liquidity providers, traders, 
borrowers, Gamefi players and Metaverse residents. A special deflationary model 

is created to take into account the interests of holders and stakers.



WOW Universe is set to expand fast by integrating third-party DeFi/GameFi projects 
ready to accept DEFI for governance. Tokens reserved for future projects are locked 
in the WOW Universe Treasury, managed by DEFI DAO, the project team, and 
blockchain associations of the top universities such as Pennsylvania State, INSEAD, 
London School of Economics, etc.
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DEFI – a governance and 

a utility token for all WOW Universe 
DeFi/GameFi projects

Easy to get a Grant!
Every new project that accepts DEFI token as a governance 

and a utility token gets DEFI allocation from the W W Universe 
Treasury up to 10m DEFIs
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Deflationary Token Model: 

Token economics of DEFI is based on a deflationary model, which 
involves a constant decrease in the supply of token in the market, 
making the token more valuable and unique. 


The platform provides a unique opportunity to arbitrage different 
coins when exchanging one asset for another due to changes in 
prices for one of the assets. WOWMAX will make arbitrage on a 
contract using 50% of the CEV to buy back DEFI from Uniswap and 
return to a trader.



Contract Extractable Value explained

CEV is a mechanism for extracting profit immediately when 
it occurs within the transaction of exchange through the 
WOWMAX contract.

The source of value is the slippage of ETH, which can be 
exploited by arbitraging altcoins traded both in pairs with 
ETH and stablecoins.

CEV is inaccessible to miners (vs. MEV) because it 
originates and disappears inside the transaction and can be 
captured by reordering transactions within a block.



A user who trades $50m worth of ETH moves ETH price

Uniswap pair:            price impact 7%  

Spot ETH price: > 10%                     Spot ETH price: > 5%

1inch (DEX market): price impact 3.7%



WOWmax creates and captures arbitrage opportunities 

for assets traded both against ETH and stablecoins 


in a single aggregation transaction

If ETH price goes up 

Pair 1  Token X / ETH: Token X price goes up

Pair 2 Token X / USDT: Token X price does not change

Arbitrage strategy:

Sell X to Pair 1

Buy X from Pair 2

If ETH price goes down 

Pair 1  Token X / ETH: Token X price goes down

Pair 2 Token X / USDT: Token X price does not change

Arbitrage strategy:

Buy X to Pair 1

Sell X from Pair 2



Crew
WOWmax team consist of 20 people, including senior solidity, rust and 

react developers, marketing & technical specialists and DeFi researchers

10 Managers
Co-founder 1

Marketing 3

HR 1

Listing Dir 1

Designer 	 1

Backend dev  1

Community 2

10 Developers
CTO 1

Rust devs  	 2

Solidity devs 2

React devs 2

QA	 1

IR manager 1

DevOps 1

WOWdegen

Joined crypto in 2017 and became a DeFi researcher 

and investor early in 2019.



Previous experience includes 18 years of corporate 

and entrepreneurship, including a variety of business 
development, consulting and executive roles at BP, Merrill 
Lynch, Booz&Co and several startups.



WOWdegen holds MSc with Distinction in Information Systems 

from London School of Economics and Political Science and 
MBA from INSEAD.


